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Application Note
A critical component of ensuring the CDMA device’s operability is the calibration and verification of transmitter power. Today, typical designs utilize a switched amplifier, in for higher power use, and out for lower power situations. It is important that the output power be calibrated, both as a function of level and of frequency. Operation at maximum power requires special calibration, as well. Most mobile stations (MS) will operate in two frequency bands; the calibration must be performed in each band.

This paper focuses on how Keysight Technologies, Inc. 8960 wireless test set is used by CDMA MS developers and manufacturers to expedite the creation of transmitter power calibration tables and to reduce test time for this calibration in both the high and low power ranges.
Transmitter Operation

Figure 1 shows a typical RF path for a cdma2000 MS. I/Q modulation is used to generate the complex modulation typical of digital systems. This signal is up-converted to the desired output frequency. A modulator is used to set the output level. This modulator is typically a multiplying Digital to Analog Convertor (DAC), where the DAC value is used to scale the analog signal. The level out is nominally adjusted in linear steps in dB relative to the control DAC word. There are high and low power ranges which are controlled by the bypass switches around the final amplifier. There is a diode power detector which is used only to monitor the maximum power. Finally, there is a diplexor; a three-port device with a low pass filter for the MS transmit side, and a high pass filter for the MS receive side. The DAC values, which are derived from calibration tables, are set to control the output level.

Figure 1 shows the typical configuration for only one band. For a dual band MS, there will usually be a second up-converter with replication of all the following elements. The antenna will actually connect to an extra diplexor, one that separates the high frequency band from the low frequency band.

Figure 1. Typical cdma2000 transmitter block diagram.
Measurements of Power on CDMA Signals

CDMA waveforms generally resemble noise in a controlled bandwidth, which in the

case of cdma2000 is 1.23 MHz. Since the MS is required to control its power over an

80 dB range, the measurement of high and low CDMA power signals often requires

specialized equipment tailored to the task. For maximum power settings, an average

power meter made from a diode detector can be used to measure the average power

in a very wide bandwidth. At the lower power settings, a channel power meter must

be used. Using a channel power meter, the MS signal needs filtering and detection

to accommodate the noise-like signal. For CDMA power measurements, the channel

power meter has the advantage of performing faster measurements. Keysight recom-

mends using the channel power meter for measuring both the DAC versus level and

the level versus frequency.

The validity of power transmission is based on calibration tables developed for each

frequency band of each cdma2000 MS. Power calibration in these devices requires

the creation of numerous tables, which are written into the MS:

High power range
- Detector voltage at maximum power (DET versus frequency)
- DAC versus level at one frequency – linearity
- Level versus frequency at constant DAC - flatness

Low power range
- DAC versus level at one frequency – linearity
- Level versus frequency at constant DAC – flatness

These calibration tables are illustrated pictorially in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Calibration tables required for CDMA MSs.](image-url)
Dynamic Power Measurement

The dynamic power measurement is one of linearity. The goal is to derive the calibration tables written into the MS for each power band and repeated for each frequency band of the MS. The measurement conditions for this test involve writing DAC values to the MS, and reading the resulting power. The required calibration data for the MS is the DAC setting for a particular power, for numerous power settings. Performing an iteration to find the proper DAC value can be done, but greatly increases the measurement time. Instead linear interpolation can be used to derive DAC from the nearest two measurements of (DAC, Level).

Linearity testing currently requires the most time, and is where Keysight has provided a new feature, dynamic power measurement, to greatly reduce test time. In the 8960 test set (E5515C), the power detection is performed using an analog to digital converter (ADC) that has sufficient bandwidth to fully capture the real MS waveform. This waveform is at an intermediate frequency, and gain is applied in a calibrated manner. The accuracy of this power detector has been cross calibrated against the average power meter and accuracy is typically within 0.5 dB. This is very small compared to the requirements of the MS which is within 9 dB.

The dynamic power test allows a succession of channel power measurements, each with a different expected power setting. The initial trigger is on a rise in RF power, and each successive trigger is based on the frame clock of the CDMA system. The triggers can be set for 20, 40, or 80 ms. The use of dynamic power measurements requires a compatible test mode in the MS. A typical calibration table requires 30 to 40 DAC values over about 50 dB range, which equates to a change in power of 1.25 to 1.67 dB per step. The start power for this test can be the maximum power limit at the test frequency. As part of the MS test mode, the MS will blank the RF for one frame, and then enable power on a frame boundary. On each successive frame, the DAC value will be adjusted to lower the power by the nominal amount. This is repeated until the full range is measured. This is shown in Figure 3.

![Dynamic Power Measurement](image)

**Figure 3.** MS power versus time for dynamic power measurement.
GPIB Programming of Dynamic Power

The ease of use of the dynamic power measurement, particularly its automation, is an important feature. The sample Basic program below illustrates the commands needed for this test. Items in [square brackets] indicate calls that need to be made to the MS for its test mode control. In this example the initial DAC value is at the setting for 25 dBm, the maximum power of the MS, which is the initial value for the dynamic power measurement. It is further assumed that the nominal DAC step is 10 units, and each step is a nominal change in transmitter power of –1.25 dB. Forty measurements are to be made. There is no need to program the trigger on RF rise; this is part of the dynamic power measurement.

- MS is in test mode, on desired frequency, and set at Max Power DIM DpowArray(1:101)
  ! Always get 101 values back (Integrity + 40 non-NAN + 60 NAN values)
  OUTPUT 714; “SET:CTDP:TIM 5” ! Will set the dynamic power timeout value to 5.
- set 8960 to manual expected power, adjusted for +25 dBm
  OUTPUT 714; “RFAN:CONT:POW:AUTO 0;:RFAN:MAN:POW 25”
- Enable Dynamic Power measurement with 39 steps of -1.25 dB and 20 msec triggers
  SET:CTDP:STEP:TIME MS20”
  [initiate Dynamic Power function in MS with 39 steps, DAC step is -10 per step]
- read array of 40 measurements from 8960
  OUTPUT 714; “READ:CTDP?”
  ENTER 714; DpowArray(*) ! DpowArray(1) = Integrity, DpowArray(2 thru 41) =
  dynamic power, and DpowArray(42 thru 101) = NAN

Note that no timing, triggers, or setup were needed for either the MS or the test set after the initial setup and start of measurement.

It should be noted that the dynamic power measurement is not available in a multi-measurement mode in the 8960. Initializing this measurement will suspend all other measurements. In addition, network activity and call processing should be avoided during the actual measurement interval to prevent the host from missing an internal trigger. This should be done in a test mode in the MS rather than in a real link to eliminate the need for any call processing.
Curve Fitting

In general, the level setting DAC and associated amplifier are very good, but the use of curve fitting should be verified for each MS design. Minor power adjustments over the dynamic range are typically all that will be required from calibration. One alternative to measurement at, or near, every calibration point is to measure only a few points along the range of operation, and derive a best fit curve that is used to compute all the intermediate DAC values. The graph shown in Figure 4 is actually two lines, one being the actual data measured with iteration at each point, and the other being a third order curve fit produced by using seven measured (DAC, level) points along the curve. The derived curve is a third-order power series. The derived curve will give the desired DAC value for a specific level, which matches the needs of the calibration tables. The curve will have the form \( Y = a_0 + a_1X + a_2X^2 + a_3X^3 \). In this case, \( X \) is the level in dBm, and \( Y \) is the DAC value. The actual curve shown here is

\[
DAC = 539.022 + 6.9401*pwr – 0.161*pwr^2 – 0.0002*pwr^3
\]

This MS uses a nine-bit DAC, with range from 0 to 511. The power is in dBm, with all the levels being negative as this was for the low range. Figure 5 shows the error in DAC values between the curve fit and iterated calibration values. In this case, there are numerous examples of one DAC value error, but none larger. Over a sample of 20 phones, checking this technique against two power ranges and dual bands, the worst case error was three DAC values (one occurrence), and an error of two DAC values only occurring five times. This is against almost 3000 calibration points. The error per DAC value is estimated by \( 1/\text{slope} \), which is \( 1/6.6 \), or 0.15 dB per DAC value. This slope was computed from the two end points.

Notice that the measured values were in the form (DAC, Level), while the two variables were reversed in the equation. Using curve fitting has the added benefit of performing all interpolation at once.
The dynamic power measurement in the 8960 is compatible with measurement of only a few points over the range of calibration. To do this, the step size will be enlarged, and the number of steps reduced.

Conclusion

The use of the dynamic power measurement function in the 8960 provides three key benefits.

1. It reduces remote programming code overhead – with the simple initiate-fetch array structure, there is little extra coding needed to support the function.
2. It enhances code development efficiency – coupled with lower code overhead is the efficiency of code development. There is no need to program each power step in the MS, the expected value in the 8960, and initiate each measurement.
3. It reduces test time – this is true particularly for the numerous data points typically collected for MS calibration.

The use of curve fitting may also be used to reduce the number of data points required for calibration.
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